Frontline Test Services
Robustness Testing

Key Features and Benefits
• Performance Measurement and
Comparison Through Repeatable Tests
By automating test cycles and compiling
more data, Frontline Test Services can provide

Frontline Test Services robustness testing ensures that your product
is ready to deliver the best possible out-of-box experience to your
customers. Thorough robustness testing can include thousands
of repeated test cases to check for overall product stability,

statistical analyses that are reliable, predictive

interoperability in a crowded ecosystem, niche failures, accelerated

and actionable

life and performance limits.

• Find and Investigate Faults Even if They
are Intermittent
Thorough, multi-cycle robustness testing

Why Perform Robustness Testing?

Your test results are logged in a secure

Your design went to plan, your

database, where you will find essential

uncovers intermittent issues that seem

communications implementation is

inconsequential, but that become significant

compliant with the specification, your

when transferred to a mass production

marketing requirements document

environment

is checked off, and you are confident

• Determine Failure Rates Even if They
are Low

that it’s time to release your

Low failure rates can be difficult to identify

the hands of the consumer,

when testing is performed in undemanding

your product’s user experience

or limited test scenarios, but when identified

will speak for itself, and your

by automated testing can be instrumental in

brand’s reputation hangs in the

producing consistent performance

• Allow Variation of Parameters Through
Multiple Values
Variation in the numbers and types of action
combinations between events, as well as
timing between actions, allows for broad
testing diversity and to pinpoint performance
limits

• Test the Interaction and Behavior of
Phone Apps

form of protocol trace captures and video
captures.

Thorough robustness testing
is the best way to protect your
brand, inspire customer loyalty,
and make sure that the buzz
around your product is nothing
but positive.
Frontline Test Services offers hundreds of
test components -- collections of actions

interact with their personal communications

create thousands of sequences to test:

key to a successful product

summary, and supporting data in the

balance.

that can be combined in multiple ways to

programs function across multiple devices is

of essential reports including a concise

product to the world. Once in

Phone apps are at the heart of the way people
devices, so knowing how reliably these

data including pass/fail rates, a library
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Connection and disconnection
Bluetooth pairing and unpairing
Phone calls
Phonebook
Audio
and more

Our robustness testing services are a key
component to developing with:
• Android and Apple phones
• Car Kits
• Audio equipment
• Development kits
• Phone apps

Interoperability Testing with World-Class Device Library
In order to subject these devices to the thorough testing needed to ensure interoperability and consistent operation in a complex
ecosystem, we introduce the very same kinds of devices into the test setup.
Frontline Test Services houses one of the largest test device libraries in the industry, consisting of thousands of phones, Wi-Fi devices,
wearables, car kits, speakers, soundbars, headsets, smart watches and various other Bluetooth® low energy devices.
The latest devices are being added all the time and cover global markets (North and South America, Europe, Middle East, Asia and
Australia). Because testing and support for new operating systems is critical to interoperability testing, new OS results for major iOS and
Android versions are ready for you to publish within three business days of release.

Supplier Specifications

Test Strategy

feature and behavior targets

cost and time effectiveness
Holistic approach to testing of device features
Confidence for a given market
Improved customer satisfaction

Help creating design specifications
RFPs to improve suppliers’ products
Reduced unexpected behaviors that
cause delays

Benchmarking

performance and usability
Product analysis of features, user interface and user experience
Co-existence assessment (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy)
Reference designs

Pre-production

Post-production

confidence before launch
Root-cause analysis (RCA) determines faults
Complex ecosystems (multi-device scenarios)
Extensive library of vehicles, car kits, and accessories

issues and feature additions
Ensured interoperability against new or updated devices
Increased market coverage
Updates and new features do not compromise your product

CONSULTANCY SERVICES
INTEROPERABILITY SERVICES

Product Launch

Training

knowledge and capabilities

market readiness

Technology training for managers
In-depth training for engineers
Use of test tools to an advanced level

In-depth assessment to ensure interoperability
Balanced approach to confidence versus time and cost
Validation and correction of field issues

Interoperability Database
live results via secure website

Supporting information: observations, logs
and capture files
In-built bug tracking or links to your system
Database of devices and their features

Pre-Compliance Testing

conformance with the specification
Bluetooth Protocols and Profiles - PTS
RF testing Bluetooth Classic and LE–TLF3000
HCI Bluetooth Low Energy testing - Harmony

Robustness Testing

confidence across platforms
Performance, functionality, UI and UX
APP testing
Intermittent or transitory issues and unexpected behaviors
Security vulnerabilities and resilience to cyber-attacks

Local sales offices are located throughout the world.
Visit our website to find the most convenient location.
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